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The Phenomenology of Love and Reading
Cartoonist Jane Harris is delighted by the prospect of her first-ever trip to Europe.
But it's hate at first sight for Jane and Cal Langdon, and neither is too happy at the
prospect of sharing a villa with one another for a week—not even in the beautiful
and picturesque Marches countryside. But when Holly and Mark's wedding plans hit
a major snag that only Jane and Cal can repair, the two find themselves having to
put aside their mutual dislike for one another in order to get their best friends on
the road to wedded bliss—and end up on a road themselves one neither of them
ever expected.

Data Science from Scratch
Learn advanced analytical techniques and leverage existing tool kits to make your
analytic applications more powerful, precise, and efficient. This book provides the
right combination of architecture, design, and implementation information to
create analytical systems that go beyond the basics of classification, clustering,
and recommendation. Pro Hadoop Data Analytics emphasizes best practices to
ensure coherent, efficient development. A complete example system will be
developed using standard third-party components that consist of the tool kits,
libraries, visualization and reporting code, as well as support glue to provide a
working and extensible end-to-end system. The book also highlights the
importance of end-to-end, flexible, configurable, high-performance data pipeline
systems with analytical components as well as appropriate visualization results.
You'll discover the importance of mix-and-match or hybrid systems, using different
analytical components in one application. This hybrid approach will be prominent
in the examples. What You'll Learn Build big data analytic systems with the Hadoop
ecosystem Use libraries, tool kits, and algorithms to make development easier and
more effective Apply metrics to measure performance and efficiency of
components and systems Connect to standard relational databases, noSQL data
sources, and more Follow case studies with example components to create your
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own systems Who This Book Is For Software engineers, architects, and data
scientists with an interest in the design and implementation of big data analytical
systems using Hadoop, the Hadoop ecosystem, and other associated technologies.

Safe House
"Help me find my little girl." Jess Mastriani -- dubbed "Lightning Girl" by the press
when, after a huge storm, she develops a psychic ability to find missing children -has lost her miraculous powers. Or has she? She would like the media and the
government to think so. All Jess wants is to be left alone, by everyone except sexy
Rob Wilkins -- who still hasn't called, by the way. But it doesn't look like Jess is
going to get her wish -- especially not while she's stuck working at a summer camp
for musically gifted kids. Then the father of a missing girl shows up to beg Jess to
find his daughter. Jess can't say no, but now the feds are on her trail again, as is
one ornery stepdad, who'd like to see Lightning Girlwell, dead.

1-800-Where-R-You #5: Missing You
In November 2008, John Hattie’s ground-breaking book Visible Learning
synthesised the results of more than fifteen years research involving millions of
students and represented the biggest ever collection of evidence-based research
into what actually works in schools to improve learning. Visible Learning for
Teachers takes the next step and brings those ground breaking concepts to a
completely new audience. Written for students, pre-service and in-service
teachers, it explains how to apply the principles of Visible Learning to any
classroom anywhere in the world. The author offers concise and user-friendly
summaries of the most successful interventions and offers practical step-by-step
guidance to the successful implementation of visible learning and visible teaching
in the classroom. This book: links the biggest ever research project on teaching
strategies to practical classroom implementation champions both teacher and
student perspectives and contains step by step guidance including lesson
preparation, interpreting learning and feedback during the lesson and post lesson
follow up offers checklists, exercises, case studies and best practice scenarios to
assist in raising achievement includes whole school checklists and advice for
school leaders on facilitating visible learning in their institution now includes
additional meta-analyses bringing the total cited within the research to over 900
comprehensively covers numerous areas of learning activity including pupil
motivation, curriculum, meta-cognitive strategies, behaviour, teaching strategies,
and classroom management. Visible Learning for Teachers is a must read for any
student or teacher who wants an evidence based answer to the question; ‘how do
we maximise achievement in our schools?’

Abandon #2: Underworld
This New York Times bestselling hit from Meg Cabot mixes the wit of the Princess
Diaries with a supernatural twist on the Arthurian legend. Ellie’s thrilled to meet
Will, the star football player whose popularity at her new school is almost
legendary. Yet as she gets to know Will better, Ellie starts to uncover some strange
things about him. And the school. And even herself. Ellie doesn’t think much of
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déjà vu, but she just can’t shake the haunting feeling that, somehow, this has all
happened before… A long-ago legend comes to new life in this tale of a love
triangle, a medieval sword, and a totally awesome pool raft in this stand-alone
novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries.

Presto: The Definitive Guide
Before Verity . . . there was Julie. When fifteen-year-old Julia Beaufort-Stuart wakes
up in the hospital, she knows the lazy summer break she'd imagined won't be
exactly what she anticipated. And once she returns to her grandfather's estate, a
bit banged up but alive, she begins to realize that her injury might not have been
an accident. One of her family's employees is missing, and he disappeared on the
very same day she landed in the hospital. Desperate to figure out what happened,
she befriends Euan McEwen, the Scottish Traveller boy who found her when she
was injured, and his standoffish sister, Ellen. As Julie grows closer to this family,
she witnesses firsthand some of the prejudices they've grown used to-a stark
contrast to her own upbringing-and finds herself exploring thrilling new
experiences that have nothing to do with a missing-person investigation. Her
memory of that day returns to her in pieces, and when a body is discovered, her
new friends are caught in the crosshairs of long-held biases about Travellers. Julie
must get to the bottom of the mystery in order to keep them from being framed for
the crime. This exhilarating coming-of-age story, a prequel to the Printz Honor
Book Code Name Verity, returns to a beloved character just before she first takes
flight. Praise for The Pearl Thief * "Each thread of this novel is exquisitely woven"
-Publishers Weekly, starred review * "Another ripping yarn from a brilliant author."
-Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "A finely crafted book that brings one girl's
coming-of-age story to life" -Booklist, starred review * "A must for Verity fans and a
good read for those who enjoy mystery with a touch of romance." -School Library
Journal, starred review * "Verity fans will find this irresistible and return to a reread
of that title with this new backstory in mind, while fans of period drama . . . will
appreciate this as an absorbing read that leads them inexorably to the next book."
-Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books, starred review "The Pearl Thief stands
alone as a diverting piece of historical fiction/mystery but takes on extra poignancy
for those aware of Julie's eventual fate." -Horn Book "The rich details of the prewar
time period, the intriguing history of Scottish river pearls, and the glimpse into the
social dynamics between Scottish Travellers and the landed gentry of Scotland
make for fascinating reading, but the real treat is reading another chapter in the
story of Julie. Give this to fans of the first book, as well as historical fiction buffs."
-VOYA

Vanished: When Lightning Strikes & Code Name Cassandra
Leverage existing free open source software to build an identity and access
management (IAM) platform that can serve your organization for the long term.
With the emergence of open standards and open source software, it’s now easier
than ever to build and operate your own IAM stack. The most common culprit of
the largest hacks has been bad personal identification. In terms of bang for your
buck, effective access control is the best investment you can make. Financially, it’s
more valuable to prevent than to detect a security breach. That’s why Identity and
Access Management (IAM) is a critical component of an organization’s security
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infrastructure. In the past, IAM software has been available only from large
enterprise software vendors. Commercial IAM offerings are bundled as “suites”
because IAM is not just one component. It’s a number of components working
together, including web, authentication, authorization, cryptographic, and
persistence services. Securing the Perimeter documents a recipe to take
advantage of open standards to build an enterprise-class IAM service using free
open source software. This recipe can be adapted to meet the needs of both small
and large organizations. While not a comprehensive guide for every application,
this book provides the key concepts and patterns to help administrators and
developers leverage a central security infrastructure. Cloud IAM service providers
would have you believe that managing an IAM is too hard. Anything unfamiliar is
hard, but with the right road map, it can be mastered. You may find SaaS identity
solutions too rigid or too expensive. Or perhaps you don’t like the idea of a third
party holding the credentials of your users—the keys to your kingdom. Open
source IAM provides an alternative. Take control of your IAM infrastructure if digital
services are key to your organization’s success. What You’ll Learn Understand why
you should deploy a centralized authentication and policy management
infrastructure Use the SAML or Open ID Standards for web or single sign-on, and
OAuth for API Access Management Synchronize data from existing identity
repositories such as Active Directory Deploy two-factor authentication services
Who This Book Is For Security architects (CISO, CSO), system
engineers/administrators, and software developers

Ransom My Heart
When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica Mastriani finds out
when she and best friend Ruth get caught in a thunderstorm. Not that Jess has
ever really avoided trouble before. Instead of cheerleading there are fistfights with
the football team and monthlong stints in detention - not that detention doesn't
have its good points - like sitting next to Rob - the cutest senior around! But this is
trouble with a capital T - this trouble is serious. Because somehow on that long
walk home in the thunderstorm, Jess acquired a new found talent. An amazing
power that can be used for good. . . or for evil.

She Went All the Way
Molly Mavity and Pepper Yusef are dealing with their own personal tragedies when
they are tasked by an anonymous person with solving the decades-old murder of
Ava Dryman, an East German teenager whose diary was published after her death.

Victoria and the Rogue
Bonus content! Purchase The Clockwork Scarab ebook and enjoy a free excerpt
from The Spritiglass Charade, the second book in the Stoker & Holmes series. The
free excerpt is automatically included and found at the end of the ebook. Evaline
Stoker and Mina Holmes never meant to get into the family business. But when
you're the sister of Bram and the niece of Sherlock, vampire hunting and mystery
solving are in your blood, so to speak. And when two young society girls
disappear—one dead, one missing—there's no one more qualified to investigate.
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Now fierce Evaline and logical Mina must resolve their rivalry, navigate the
advances of not just one but three mysterious gentlemen, and solve a murder with
only one clue: a strange Egyptian scarab. The pressure is on and the stakes are
high—if Stoker and Holmes don't figure out why London's finest sixteen-year-old
women are in danger, they'll become the next victims. Includes bonus material! Sneak peek chapter from the next book in the Stoker and Holmes series The
Spiritglass Charade by Colleen Gleason

The Pearl Thief
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Princess Diaries series,
comes the very first adult installment, which follows Princess Mia and her Prince
Charming as they plan their fairy tale wedding—but a few poisoned apples could
turn this happily-ever-after into a royal nightmare. For Princess Mia, the past five
years since college graduation have been a whirlwind of activity, what with living in
New York City, running her new teen community center, being madly in love, and
attending royal engagements. And speaking of engagements. Mia’s gorgeous
longtime boyfriend Michael managed to clear both their schedules just long
enough for an exotic (and very private) Caribbean island interlude where he
popped the question! Of course Mia didn’t need to consult her diary to know that
her answer was a royal oui. But now Mia has a scandal of majestic proportions to
contend with: Her grandmother’s leaked “fake” wedding plans to the press that
could cause even normally calm Michael to become a runaway groom. Worse, a
scheming politico is trying to force Mia’s father from the throne, all because of a
royal secret that could leave Genovia without a monarch. Can Mia prove to
everyone—especially herself—that she’s not only ready to wed, but ready to rule
as well?

When Lightning Strikes
Olivia Grace is completely average. Or so she thinks . . . until Her Royal Highness,
Princess Mia Thermopolis turns up at her school one day and whisks Olivia away to
New York City! In a limo, no less! Where you can eat all the cookies you want and
the ceiling lights up pink and purple - like a disco! But discovering that your father
is actually the Prince of Genovia is quite a shock. Especially since it means you're a
descendent of the Kingdom of Genovia, and a princess. Olivia's got a lot to learn
about her long-lost family - and everyone's got a lot to learn about her! Olivia
chronicles her transformation from ordinary girl to princess in her notebook, with
illustrations from Meg Cabot, who studied Fine Arts as an undergraduate.

Jinx
Jess is asked by the father of a missing girl to use her psychic powers to find his
missing daughter, despite her protests that she has lost her powers, but she soon
finds that he is not the only one to doubt her denials.

Code Name: Cassandra
Now includes a bonus excerpt from Meg Cabot's new Heather Wells novel, Size 12
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and Ready to Rock, available wherever books are sold July 10. Heather Wells
Rocks! Or, at least, she did. That was before she left the pop-idol life behind after
she gained a dress size or two—and lost a boyfriend, a recording contract, and her
life savings (when Mom took the money and ran off to Argentina). Now that the
glamour and glory days of endless mall appearances are in the past, Heather's
perfectly happy with her new size 12 shape (the average for the American
woman!) and her new job as an assistant dorm director at one of New York's top
colleges. That is, until the dead body of a female student from Heather's residence
hall is discovered at the bottom of an elevator shaft. The cops and the college
president are ready to chalk the death off as an accident, the result of reckless
youthful mischief. But Heather knows teenage girls . . . and girls do not elevator
surf. Yet no one wants to listen—not the police, her colleagues, or the P.I. who
owns the brownstone where she lives—even when more students start turning up
dead in equally ordinary and subtly sinister ways. So Heather makes the decision
to take on yet another new career: as spunky girl detective! But her new job comes
with few benefits, no cheering crowds, and lots of liabilities, some of them
potentially fatal. And nothing ticks off a killer more than a portly ex-pop star who's
sticking her nose where it doesn't belong . . .

The Arsonist
Data science libraries, frameworks, modules, and toolkits are great for doing data
science, but they’re also a good way to dive into the discipline without actually
understanding data science. In this book, you’ll learn how many of the most
fundamental data science tools and algorithms work by implementing them from
scratch. If you have an aptitude for mathematics and some programming skills,
author Joel Grus will help you get comfortable with the math and statistics at the
core of data science, and with hacking skills you need to get started as a data
scientist. Today’s messy glut of data holds answers to questions no one’s even
thought to ask. This book provides you with the know-how to dig those answers
out. Get a crash course in Python Learn the basics of linear algebra, statistics, and
probability—and understand how and when they're used in data science Collect,
explore, clean, munge, and manipulate data Dive into the fundamentals of
machine learning Implement models such as k-nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes,
linear and logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and clustering
Explore recommender systems, natural language processing, network analysis,
MapReduce, and databases

Code Name Cassandra
Securing the Perimeter
Mia Thermopolis, Princess of Genovia and star of Meg Cabot's insanely popular #1
New York Times bestselling Princess Diaries books, has "penned" her first historical
romance novel . . . with help from Meg Cabot He's a tall, handsome knight with a
secret. She's an adventurous beauty with more than a few secrets of her own.
Finnula needs money for her sister's dowry, and fast. Hugo Fitzstephen, returning
home to England from the Crusades with saddlebags of jewels, has money, and
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lots of it. What could be simpler than to kidnap him and hold him for ransom? Well,
for starters, Finnula could make the terrible mistake of falling in love with her
hostage. Princess Mia Thermopolis, Meg Cabot's most beloved character, has
always been an outspoken animal-rights activist and committed environmentalist.
In keeping with Mia's true spirit, Meg will be donating her advance to Greenpeace.

Avalon High
The Yiddish Policeman’s Union meets The Windup Girl when a female PI goes up
against a ruthless gangster—just as both humans and robots agitate for
independence in an Argentinian colony in Antarctica. In Argentine Antarctica,
Eliana Gomez is the only female PI in Hope City—a domed colony dependent on
electricity (and maintenance robots) for heat, light, and survival in the icy deserts
of the continent. At the center is an old amusement park—now home only to the
androids once programmed to entertain—but Hope City’s days as a tourist
destination are long over. Now the City produces atomic power for the mainland
while local factions agitate for independence and a local mobster, Ignacio Cabrera,
runs a brisk black-market trade in illegally imported food. Eliana doesn’t care about
politics. She doesn’t even care much that her boyfriend, Diego, works as muscle
for Cabrera. She just wants to save enough money to escape Hope City. But when
an aristocrat hires Eliana to protect an explosive personal secret, Eliana finds
herself caught up in the political tensions threatening to tear Hope City apart. In
the clash of backstabbing politicians, violent freedom fighters, a gangster who will
stop at nothing to protect his interests, and a newly sentient robot underclass
intent on a very different independence, Eliana finds her job coming into deadly
conflict with Diego’s—just as the electricity keeping Hope City from freezing begins
to fail… With the inner workings of the mob combined with the story of a
revolution, “Clarke brings novelty and delight to steampunk Antarctica in this
complex and lovely mystery” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Our Lady of the
Ice questions what it means to be human, what it means to be free, and whether
we’re ever able to transcend our pasts and our programming to find true
independence.

Visible Learning for Teachers
Get the story the Fake News media doesn't want you to hear in the #1 New York
Times bestseller: a withering indictment of the Deep State plot against Trump and
a firsthand account of the real presidency, based on interviews with the Trump
family and top administration officials. At this point in American history, we are the
victims of a liberal sabotage of the presidency unlike anything we've ever
witnessed. Nevertheless President Trump continues to fight every day to keep his
promise to Make America Great Again. Today that bold idea has already led to a
conservative judge on the Supreme Court, tax reform, and deregulation that has
unleashed an economy stronger than anyone could have imagined. But there are
dark forces that seek to obstruct and undermine the president and reverse the
results of the 2016 presidential election. They are part of a wide-ranging
conspiracy that would seem incredible if it weren't being perpetrated openly.
Driven by ambition, blinded by greed, and bound by a common goal -- to unseat
the 45th President of the United States -- this cabal is determined to maintain its
wrongful hold on national political power. Fox News host Jeanine Pirro uncovers the
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elements of this conspiracy, including: "Fake news" propaganda, Law enforcement
corruption at the highest levels, National security leaks by the intelligence
community, Bureaucratic resistance to lawful and constitutional executive orders
issued by the duly elected president, Crooked deals with foreign governments by
U.S. officials sworn to defend our Constitution. It's about time the American public
knows the truth about the plot to bring down the Trump presidency. By the time
you've finished this book, you'll agree with Judge Pirro that the only way to stop
these hoodlums is to Take Them Out in Cuffs!

Royal Wedding
Follow this handbook to build, configure, tune, and secure Apache Cassandra
databases. Start with the installation of Cassandra and move on to the creation of
a single instance, and then a cluster of Cassandra databases. Cassandra is
increasingly a key player in many big data environments, and this book shows you
how to use Cassandra with Apache Spark, a popular big data processing
framework. Also covered are day-to-day topics of importance such as the backup
and recovery of Cassandra databases, using the right compression and compaction
strategies, and loading and unloading data. Expert Apache Cassandra
Administration provides numerous step-by-step examples starting with the basics
of a Cassandra database, and going all the way through backup and recovery,
performance optimization, and monitoring and securing the data. The book serves
as an authoritative and comprehensive guide to the building and management of
simple to complex Cassandra databases. The book: Takes you through building a
Cassandra database from installation of the software and creation of a single
database, through to complex clusters and data centers Provides numerous
examples of actual commands in a real-life Cassandra environment that show how
to confidently configure, manage, troubleshoot, and tune Cassandra databases
Shows how to use the Cassandra configuration properties to build a highly stable,
available, and secure Cassandra database that always operates at peak efficiency
What You'll Learn Install the Cassandra software and create your first database
Understand the Cassandra data model, and the internal architecture of a
Cassandra database Create your own Cassandra cluster, step-by-step Run a
Cassandra cluster on Docker Work with Apache Spark by connecting to a
Cassandra database Deploy Cassandra clusters in your data center, or on Amazon
EC2 instances Back up and restore mission-critical Cassandra databases Monitor,
troubleshoot, and tune production Cassandra databases, and cut your spending on
resources such as memory, servers, and storage Who This Book Is For Database
administrators, developers, and architects who are looking for an authoritative and
comprehensive single volume for all their Cassandra administration needs. Also for
administrators who are tasked with setting up and maintaining highly reliable and
high-performing Cassandra databases. An excellent choice for big data
administrators, database administrators, architects, and developers who use
Cassandra as their key data store, to support high volume online transactions, or
as a decentralized, elastic data store.

Orphan Monster Spy
Sixteen-year-old Jessica Mastriani knew she wasn't going to be able to hide her
psychic powers from the U.S. government -- interested in utilizing her special skills
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for their own devices -- forever. But she never thought that she and Cyrus Krantz,
the special agent brought in to "convince" Jess to join his elite team of "speciallygifted" crime solvers, would turn out to have something in common. But when a
local boy's disappearance is attributed to a backwoods militai group, Jess's goal -to find the missing child -- and Dr. Krantz's -- to stop a group of madmen before
they kill again -- turn out to be one and the same. Suddenly Jess finds herself
working with one enemy in order to stop a far worse one. In an atmosphere of hate
and fear, can Jess and Dr. Krantz -- not to mention Jess's would-be boyfriend Rob -work together to unite a community and save a lifewithout losing their own?

Missing You
Perform fast interactive analytics against different data sources using the Presto
high-performance, distributed SQL query engine. With this practical guide, you’ll
learn how to conduct analytics on data where it lives, whether it’s Hive, Cassandra,
a relational database, or a proprietary data store. Analysts, software engineers,
and production engineers will learn how to manage, use, and even develop with
Presto. Initially developed by Facebook, open source Presto is now used by Netflix,
Airbnb, LinkedIn, Twitter, Uber, and many other companies. Matt Fuller, Manfred
Moser, and Martin Traverso from Starburst show you how a single Presto query can
combine data from multiple sources to allow for analytics across your entire
organization. Get started: Explore Presto’s use cases and learn about tools that will
help you connect to Presto and query data Go deeper: Learn Presto’s internal
workings, including how to connect to and query data sources with support for SQL
statements, operators, functions, and more Put Presto in production: Use this
query engine for security and monitoring and with other applications; learn how
other organizations apply Presto

The Clockwork Scarab
When Lightning Strikes When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica
Mastriani finds out when she is caught in a thunderstorm. But this trouble with a
capital T - this trouble is serious. Because somehow, on that long walk home, Jess
acquired a new talent. She can find missing people - dead or alive… Code Name
Cassandra Since developing her psychic powers, Jess has discovered that not
everyone wants to be found. And, right now, Jess is one of them. Because some
very important people want to speak to her about her newfound powers - people
who know just how a good power can be used for evil - and the wrong decision will
lead Jess into deadly danger…

The Princess Diaries
The first three books in Meg Cabot's Abandon series. Abandon: Last year, Pierce
died - just for a moment. And when she was in the space between life and death,
she met John: tall dark and terrifying, it's his job to usher souls from one realm to
the next. There's a fierce attraction between them, but Pierce knows that if she
allows herself to fall for John she will be doomed to a life of shadows and loneliness
in the underworld. But now things are getting dangerous for her, and her only hope
is to do exactly what John says Underworld: Pierce Oliviera isn't dead. Not this
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time. But she's been taken by John Hayden, Lord of the Underworld, to the place
between heaven and hell where spirits gather before their final journey. John
claims it's to protect her from the Furies, who are hell-bent on vengeance against
him. But could he have other reasons for keeping Pierce close? When she learns
that the people she loves are under threat from the Furies, can she convince John
to release her to save them- or will the price he asks for her freedom be too high?
Awaken: Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera knew that by accepting the undying
love of John Hayden she'd be forced to live forever in the one place she's always
dreaded most: the Underworld. The sacrifice seemed worth it, but now her
happiness and safety in the realm are threatened. The Furies have discovered that
John has broken one of their strictest rules and revived a dead soul. If the balance
of life and death isn't restored, both the Underworld and Pierce's home on Earth
will be wiped out by the Furies' wrath. Pierce has already cheated death once can
she do it again?

Cassandra: The Definitive Guide
"Help me find my little girl." Jess Mastriani -- dubbed "Lightning Girl" by the press
when, after a huge storm, she develops a psychic ability to find missing children -has lost her miraculous powers. Or has she? She would like the media and the
government to think so. All Jess wants is to be left alone, by everyone except sexy
Rob Wilkins -- who still hasn't called, by the way. But it doesn't look like Jess is
going to get her wish -- especially not while she's stuck working at a summer camp
for musically gifted kids. Then the father of a missing girl shows up to beg Jess to
find his daughter. Jess can't say no, but now the feds are on her trail again, as is
one ornery stepdad, who'd like to see Lightning Girlwell, dead.

Every Boy's Got One
Over 150 recipes to design and optimize large scale Apache Cassandra
deployments.

Notebooks of a Middle-School Princess: Book 1
Victoria Growing up in far-off India, wealthy young heiress Lady Victoria Arbuthnot
was accustomed to handling her own affairs -- not to mention everyone else's. But
in her sixteenth year, Vicky is unceremoniously shipped off to London to find a
husband. With her usual aplomb, however, Lady Victoria gets herself engaged to
the perfect English gentleman, even before setting foot on British soil. The Rogue
Hugo Rothschild, ninth earl of Malfrey, is everything a girl could want in a future
husband: he is handsome and worldly, if not rich. Lady Victoria has everything just
as she'd like it. That is, if raffish young ship captain Jacob Carstairs would leave
well enough alone. Jacob's meddling is nothing short of exasperating, and Victoria
is mystified by his persistence. But when it becomes clear that young Lord Malfrey
just might not be all that he's professed to be, Victoria is forced to admit, for the
first time in her life, that she is wrong. Not only about her fiance, but about the
reason behind the handsome ship captain's interference.

Safe House
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"Help me find my little girl." Jess Mastriani -- dubbed "Lightning Girl" by the press
when, after a huge storm, she develops a psychic ability to find missing children -has lost her miraculous powers. Or has she? She would like the media and the
government to think so. All Jess wants is to be left alone, by everyone except sexy
Rob Wilkins -- who still hasn't called, by the way. But it doesn't look like Jess is
going to get her wish -- especially not while she's stuck working at a summer camp
for musically gifted kids. Then the father of a missing girl shows up to beg Jess to
find his daughter. Jess can't say no, but now the feds are on her trail again, as is
one ornery stepdad, who'd like to see Lightning Girlwell, dead.

Cassandra High Performance Cookbook
It's not easy being Jinx. Jean Honeychurch hates her boring name (not Jean Marie,
or Jeanette, just . . . Jean). What's worse? Her all-too-appropriate nickname, Jinx.
Misfortune seems to follow her everywhere she goes—even to New York City,
where Jinx has moved to get away from the huge mess she caused in her small
hometown. Her aunt and uncle welcome her to their Manhattan town house, but
her beautiful cousin Tory isn't so thrilled. . . . In fact, Tory is hiding a dangerous
secret—one that could put them all in danger. Soon Jinx realizes it isn't just bad
luck she's been running from . . . and that the curse she has lived under since the
day she was born may be the only thing that can save her life.

The Big Book of Words You Should Know
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or
"narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-to-read reference guide to the proper
parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely Should
Know (covert, exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know But Probably Don't
(dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People Don't Know (schlimazel,
thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad
infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic,
damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an essay, studying for a test,
or trying to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party guests with their
prolixity, you will achieve magniloquence, ebullience, and flights of rhetorical
brilliance.

Liars, Leakers, and Liberals
The one and only Mia Thermopolis is back and ready to reign! Celebrate the 20th
anniversary of Meg Cabot’s blockbuster series in royal style—with all-new middle
grade editions of the first three books! Mia Thermopolis is pretty sure there’s
nothing worse than being a five-foot-nine, flat-chested freshman, who also
happens to be flunking Algebra. Is she ever in for a surprise. First Mom announces
that she’s dating Mia’s Algebra teacher. Then Dad has to go and reveal that he is
the crown prince of Genovia. And guess who still doesn’t have a date for the
Cultural Diversity Dance? The Princess Diaries is the first book in the beloved,
bestselling series that inspired the feature film starring Anne Hathaway and Julie
Andrews.
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Our Lady of the Ice
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, the dark reimagining of
the Persephone myth begun in ABANDON continues into the Underworld.
Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera isn't dead. Not this time. But she is being held
against her will in the dim, twilit world between heaven and hell, where the spirits
of the deceased wait before embarking upon their final journey. Her captor, John
Hayden, claims it's for her own safety. Because not all the departed are dear.
Some are so unhappy with where they ended up after leaving the Underworld,
they've come back as Furies, intent on vengeance . . . on the one who sent them
there and on the one whom he loves. But while Pierce might be safe from the
Furies in the Underworld, far worse dangers could be lurking for her there . . . and
they might have more to do with its ruler than with his enemies. And unless Pierce
is careful, this time there'll be no escape.

Pro Hadoop Data Analytics
The short story Mediator fans everywhere have been waiting years to read… a fun,
fast-paced, never-before-read scene in which Suze Simon agrees to marry her nolonger-dead ghost boyfriend, Jesse de Silva! The last place Suze Simon expects to
find herself during Valentine’s Day is a cemetery. But that’s what happens when
you’re a mediator—cursed with the “gift” of communicating with the dead. That’s
how Suze has ended up at the graves of a pair of tragic young lovers. They’re
NCDPs—Non-Compliant Deceased Persons—whose drama didn’t end with death.
It’s Suze’s job to make sure they move on—for good. But the NCDPs aren’t the only
ones with problems. The reason Suze is spending her Valentine’s Day with the
undead instead of her boyfriend, Jesse, is because he’s having so much trouble
adjusting to life after death . . . not surprising, considering the fact that he used to
be an NCDP himself, and now his girlfriend busts his former kind for a living. Can
Suze use her mediating skills to propose a mutual resolution, and bring all these
young lovers together, especially on the night Saint Valentine declared sacred to
romance? Or will she end up alone—and possibly undead—herself? An Avon
Romance

Sanctuary
Her name is Sarah. She's blonde, blue-eyed, and Jewish in 1939 Germany. And her
act of resistance is about to change the world. After her mother is shot at a
checkpoint, fifteen-year-old Sarah meets a mysterious man with an ambiguous
accent, a suspiciously bare apartment, and a lockbox full of weapons. He's part of
the secret resistance against the Third Reich, and he needs Sarah to hide in plain
sight at a school for the daughters of top Nazi brass, posing as one of them. If she
can befriend the daughter of a key scientist and get invited to her house, she
might be able to steal the blueprints to a bomb that could destroy the cities of
Western Europe. Nothing could prepare Sarah for her cutthroat schoolmates, and
soon she finds herself in a battle for survival unlike any she'd ever imagined. But
anyone who underestimates this innocent-seeming girl does so at their peril. She
may look sweet, but she's the Nazis' worst nightmare.
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Proposal
Imagine what you could do if scalability wasn't a problem. With this hands-on
guide, you’ll learn how the Cassandra database management system handles
hundreds of terabytes of data while remaining highly available across multiple data
centers. This expanded second edition—updated for Cassandra 3.0—provides the
technical details and practical examples you need to put this database to work in a
production environment. Authors Jeff Carpenter and Eben Hewitt demonstrate the
advantages of Cassandra’s non-relational design, with special attention to data
modeling. If you’re a developer, DBA, or application architect looking to solve a
database scaling issue or future-proof your application, this guide helps you
harness Cassandra’s speed and flexibility. Understand Cassandra’s distributed and
decentralized structure Use the Cassandra Query Language (CQL) and cqlsh—the
CQL shell Create a working data model and compare it with an equivalent
relational model Develop sample applications using client drivers for languages
including Java, Python, and Node.js Explore cluster topology and learn how nodes
exchange data Maintain a high level of performance in your cluster Deploy
Cassandra on site, in the Cloud, or with Docker Integrate Cassandra with Spark,
Hadoop, Elasticsearch, Solr, and Lucene

Boy Meets Girl
Jess is a shadow of her former self, her powers gone, Lightning Girl no more. But
Jess knows her powers aren't the only thing that's gone: she's lost herself, as well.
Starting over in a new town, intent on finding a new life in college, Jess is less than
happy when Rob Wilkins, her ex, shows up at her door, begging her to help him
find his long lost sister. But how can Jess, her powers gone, find anyone? Let alone
the sister of a man she once loved (and believed, wrongly, loved her back) when
she can't even find herself?

The Abandon Trilogy: Abandon, Underworld, Awaken
There are a few places screenwriter Lou Calabrese would rather be than crammed
into a helicopter with Jack Townsend, star of her claim to fame, Copkiller, and
whose ex just ran off with Lou's ex. Talk about uncomfortable. But when, halfway
out to the isolated arctic location where Copkiller IV is currently shooting, their
pilot turns murderous and their helicopter crashes, Lou realizes her day has just
gotten a lot worse. Now, while family and friends back home fret over her
disappearance, Lou is on the run in the arctic wilderness with America's sweetheart
Jack Townsend and only the contents of her purse, his pockets, and their mutual
knowledge of survival movie trivia to keep them alive. Can these two children of
Hollywood put aside their differences and make it back home without killing each
other? Or much, much worse, actually start to like one another?

Expert Apache Cassandra Administration
The current revival of interest in ethics in literary criticism coincides fortuitously
with a revival of interest in love in philosophy. The literary return to ethics also
coincides with a spate of neuroscientific discoveries about cognition and emotion.
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But without a philosophical grounding this new work cannot speak convincingly
about literature's relationship to our ethical lives. Jean-Luc Marion's articulation of
a phenomenology of love provides this philosophical grounding. The
Phenomenology of Love and Reading accepts Jean-Luc Marion's argument that love
matters for who we are more than anything-more than cognition and more than
being itself. Cassandra Falke shows how reading can strengthen our capacity to
love by giving us practice in love ́s habits-attention, empathy, and a willingness to
be overwhelmed. Confounding our expectations, literature equips us for the
confounding events of love, which, Falke suggests, are not rare and fleeting, but
rather constitute the most meaningful and durable part of our everyday life.

Code Name Cassandra
Meet Kate Mackenzie. She: works for the T.O.D. (short for TyrannicalOffice Despot,
also known as Amy Jenkins,Director of the Human Resources Divisionat the New
York Journal) is sleeping on the couch because herboyfriend of ten years refuses to
commit can't find an affordable studio apartmentanywhere in New York City thinks
things can't get any worse. They can. Because: the T.O.D. is making her fire the
most popularemployee in the paper's senior staff dining room that employee is
now suing Kate for wrongfultermination, and now Kate has to give a deposition in
front ofMitch Hertzog, the scion of one of Manhattan's wealthiest law families,who
embraces everything Kate most despises but also happens to have a nice smile
and a killer bod. The last thing anybody -- least of all Kate Mackenzie -- expects to
findin a legal arbitration is love. But that's the kind of thing that canhappen when
Boy Meets Girl.

Size 12 Is Not Fat with Bonus Material
The fifth book in the 1-800-Where-R-You series by Meg Cabot, the New York Times
bestselling author of the Princess Diaries series. Ever since a lightning strike,
Jessica Mastriani has had the psychic ability to locate missing people. But her life of
crime-solving is anything but easy. If you had the gift, would you use it? The fifth
book in the beloved series, Missing You continues with fun adventure, crimesolving, and plenty of romance. Fans of the series will not be disappointed.
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